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The effective parameters, which control the process of magnetic alignment, are discussed quantitatively for the 

diamagnetic inorganic micro-crystals dispersed in the fluid medium. It is deduced from the Langevin theory that 

the process is controlled by three parameters, namely temperature T, mole number of the crystal Nand the magnetic 

anisotropy of the crystal per moll L1 x. The possibility of decreasing the field intensity to achieve magnetic 

alignment is discussed based on the experimental examination of the effects of three parameters, which may 

increase the possibility of developing new material processing procedure in terms of diamagnetic grain alignment. 

An apparatus to observe magnetic orientation of grains dispersed in the gas medium is developed as a technical step 

forward to realize magneto-rotation in the high and low temperature region, where the fluid medium is not 

preserved. The field intensity to achieve magnetic alignment is expected to reduce considerably with the 

decreasing temperature. 
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1. IN1RODUCTION 

Solid materials gen::ra1ly JlClSSe$ an efficiency of magneto

rotation due to the anisotropy of diamagnetic suscq:nbility. 

Krislmann and Banmjee1 studial 1h: magnetic llllisotropy of 

various materials systematically in 1h: 1930's on bolh magnetic 

and llOlHllllg11etic rnateria1s. The diamagnetic anisotrop}( L1 x )DIA 

of anxnati.c molecular a:ystaJ.s were more than three Oiders of 

magnitudes larger compared to those of inorganic oxides such as 

quartz or calcite. The origin of the large aniso1ropies found in 1h: 

anxnati.c molecules were explaioo:l by PauJini in terms of the 

spllial anisotropies of 1h: molecular Oibi1al, which lx!came the 

concept for interpretingth: olmved ( L1 x k values ofinllllators. 

The expt"1itren1:s on magneto-rotati.on have 1:x:en canied out 

mainly on rnganic rnalfrials. >sAt first the effect has ban awlied 

on material )XOCeSSing such as pol.ymeriza1ion or crystal growth 

for rnganic and biological materials.s. 

The experiments on magrtc:ticrotalioo had h:en pafonned 

for diamagnetic prticles dispersal in a liquid nmum. The 

relation ba\\een the field intensity and the degree of orientatioo 

was expected to dep:mexpl.icitly oo temperature T, since the 
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OOlance betwren the field-in:luced anisotropy emgy and the 

thennal agilation emgy was ~ to drive the pucess. The 

experiments were prefOOned mainly at room tempemture partly 

~ the b.ological materials might defonn by large 

terrJp:mture alteration. >7 The effect of other ~ much 

con1rolthe lllllgilaic-alignment pooess, nmn:ly the moll Il1l1lllx:r 

of the JWicle Nand the magnetic anisotropy of the matfrial. per 

moll L1 x, has not h:en studiedoo <IgmJic materials as \\ell. 

Magnelo-rotatioo was not !ID;lied intensively for the 

inorganic diamagnetic materials because thcir ( L1 x) DIA values 

were considered to re much smaller compared to the organic 

rnateria1s. Field inteosities to achieve magneto..rotatioo of 

inorganic materials such as kaolin, talc, 8 lepidolite, }i!l<>gqlite, 

mmmvite, 9 graJirite, 10 ~~a and various inorganic matfrial.s12 

usually exceeded several tesJa The small ( J X) DIA values of 

various inorganic oxides were obtaiml by the )mlfii.t author fum 

bulk crystal measuremen1s by inlroducing a method hwd on the 

:field-inluced rotational hannonic-oscillatioo of the sample in the 

high-field cood:i1ion. 13 The !l!IISitivity as high as 1.3x Hr 

12emu/sample was achieved by this mdhod. 14 The ( L1 x k 
values were newly obtained for some blsic oxides such as 
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forstffite [M&Si04], 
15 corundum[Alz03], bruccite(Mg(OH),], 

gibbsite[Al(OH)J, diaspore[AIOOH]16 muscovite[KAI$i~010 
(OH),], 16orthoclrue[KA1Sips],apophylite,scapolite, 17 gypsum [Ca 

SO~O],ADP and KDP18 The measurtrl data were ex:plaine:i 

quantitatively by assuming that tre inlividual chemical bond 

consisting tre material ~ a constant amount of 
diamagnetic anisotropy. 15,18 

The results of tre experim::ntal. examinations on tre effects of 

the three pmnneters are compilOO in the J:IeSe111 paper. It is 

cltxlooxl from tre measured results that the field iimJsity to 

achieve magnetic-alignment is rOOuced considerably by 

controlling the T, N and Ll x values. 19.aJ The reduction of the 

field intmsity increases tre possibility of developing a new 

procedure on material p:oce&'>ing due to diamagnetic aligmnent 

2. MECHANlZM OF MAGNETIC AUGNMENT OF 

GRAINS DISPERSED IN A FLUID MEDIUM 

The degree of grain aligmnent at a fid.d intensity B had bren 

anal)zed by a fonnula first propostrl by I.angevin, 21 much wa<; 

extended later by .Beam?, Buck:ingbam et al. 23
, Peterlin et al. 111

, 

T~, Maret et al4 and Yamagishi et al. 26-fhe fire energy U of 

single grain induced in the field is descrilxrlas, 

u = -(NJ32!2){ x _,:+ Ll xcoi- 0 } (1) 

\Were 0 denotes the angle ~ tre field B ani tre 

magnetically stable axis of the pmicle. The mole number of the 

pmicle is given by N in eq.(1} The anisotropy of molar 

magnetic suscejlibility is descrilxrl ~5 L1 x= x 11 - x 1. \Were 

X 11 arrl X 1.dmote the suscejlibility in tre direction parnllel and 

perpeOOi.cular to tre magnetically stable axis, respectively. The 

measurtrl micron-sizai single-crystal ~ an uniaxial-type 

of diamagnetic anisotropy. Its magnetically principal axis ( c-axis) 

of the crystal grain is normal to tre disk plane oftre grains. The 

degree of orientation is descrilxrl by an order-pm!Illftfr <m>, 

much is commonly usal to describe tre state of molecular 

orientation in the liquid crystals. The parametfr is calculated 

numerically from tre Boltzmann average of a fimction (3coi- 8-

1 Y2 at a given temperature T in tams of tre fire enagy U 

exp-essOO ineq.(11, 

<m>=<(3coi- 8-1Y2>, (2) 

Hf:re <m> =0 and 1 correspond to compldely random state and 

to the completely ordenrl state of tre grains, respectively. It is 

cltxlooxifrom eqs. (l)and(2)thata <m>-Brelation is dorninatOO 

by three parameters, namely T, Ll xandN The theoretical fit to 

the experimental <m>-B relation wa<> calculated genernlly by the 

use of eq.(2) by adoping tre N Ll x value; showing the rest fit to 

theexp:!rimental data 

The field of full orientation, denoted 15 B5 , wa<> introdurei 

tentatively for tre purpose of proceeding quanti1ative analysis on 

the <m>-B relation B5 wa<> defintrl 15 the field intmsity at 

much <m>=0.8 is achieved The state of full orientation, 

corresponding to <m>=l, cannot be obtained at a finite field 

intensity. B
8 

wa<; calculated as, !l.9.!9.al 

B8 =(15kBTIN Ll x)112 (3} 

The dfpeOOences of tre pmnnel:frs T, Ll xarrl N mentiontrl 

above on the <m>-B relation are expreBrl explicitly in the above 

equation The field to achieve magnetic aligmnent is expected to 

<1ecn2se by the increase of Ll xatrlN, and by the <b;rease ofT. 

3. EFFECTS OF 1HE PARAMETERS Ll x, N, and T ON 

THE MAGNETIC ALIGNMENT PROCESS 

FJqx:rimental examinations of the I.angevin 1heorywas caniOO 

out by vacying the three Jlll1l1llel:frs N, Ll xand T. A He-Ne laser 

beam wa<> transmitted through ~mi~ple susP:nsion in a direction 

parnllel to tre magnetic field The degree of orientation <m> can 

be obtained from the observed relation between B; and the 

variation of light intensity LIJ(BJ transmitted through the grain

suspenled. medium. This is became the optical pincipll axis of 

the disk- shaped grain coincides with that oftre magnetic principle 

axis. 

The contribution of param:ter N wa<> examined by 

romparing the Bs valu;: of grain suspensions with different size 

di&ributions of the same matfria18.9 The N 112 dependence of B8 

wa<> confirmed in tre range oflo-10 to W'mole. The measmement 

was perfonned for several kUxls of materials having different 

orders of Ll x values. 8.9 The results revealed that the Ll xvalues 

of individual materials dominate th!B8 values 15 well. 

The tempernture <k:pendence of magnetic grain aligmnent 

wa<> measured between room tempernture aiKi 175K for graphite 

grains dispersed in liquid d:hanol19
• This medium wa<> effective to 

realize tre exp:!riment since it can~ tre graphite grains and 

also remain ~5 tre dispersing liquid h:low room temperature. It 

wa<> adoptOO 15 a dispersing medium after many trials on different 

types of liquid The thooretical fit to tre experimen1al. <m>-B 

relation Wire given by the calculation OOsed on aJ..(2} TheN Ll x 
value a1opted in the calculation wa<> consistent with th! values 

calculated from tre grain size observed by tre Scanning Electron 

Microscope (SEM) and tre publisl:m Ll X values of graphite. It 

is l'llelJ. that the trend of the experimental B5 values follows the 

theoretically eJqX!Cted -ra ~ce ~5 expected in eq.(3). The 

observed tempernture depa1dences demonstrated directly for the 

first time that the :rrocess of magnetic aligmnent is controlled by 

the Brownian th:rmaJ. rotation 
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4. MAGNEIICALIGNMENTIN1HEGASMEDIUM 

The magneto-rotation of diamagnetic material dispersed in 

the gas mOOium has hew deta:ted quantitatively for the first 1iire 

by the~authors. 26 The~ selnpwa<> OOsed on the 

optical methods to detect ID!Iglldic alignment of small {llrticl.e; 

dispersed in liquid as meotioned before. 8,9 T\\0 irrqrovements 

\\m: m:e&By to realize the expt:riirent. Firstly, the innfr size of 

the sample c.hamlu in \\fuch the grain-dispersed gas was 

contaimd was increas!d to 1.x: as 1mge as 200mm in diameter and 

400nnn in lright. The IOOudion mte of the grain population in the 

gas mOOium wa<> !l:rious when the chamber wa<> smaller than this 

size. since grains ~removed from the gas mOOium rapidly by 

its atmclnnent to the inner w.ill. The chamber wa<> placed at the 

center of a Hehnhollz-coil system having a size large enough to 

produce~ field up to 0.05T within the spbfrical area 

of 500mm in diameter at the center of the system Consequently 

the two ~valent coils of the Helmholtz system J:W the inner 

dimreter as 1mge as lOOOmm sepmltfd 570rrnn with each otbfi: 

The second irrqrovement was made to JreSe1Ve the JI(BJ 
intensity. The population density of the grain in the gas mOOium is 

consi&:rably small <XX11plfOO to the oonventiooal !>)'Stems for 

measuring grains dispersed in liquid QJanti1alive nr.asurement 

wa<> difficult by using the oonventional Jas;y lram section. 8,9,)9 

The diameter of the lram section is lr:nce \\idem~ to <P lOOmm 

The laser lram was fonned into a wide pmillellram by a oonvex 

lens and transmitted through the gas SUS{X:'llSion. The lram 

reflected by a flat mirror wa<> 1ransmitttrl through the ~on 

again and is focused on a detector by the oonvex lens. 

The <nP-13 curve was calculated by eq.(2) \\fuch gives the 

best fit to eqxrimental values. The agreem<:nt between obsaved 

and calculated <nP-13 curve coofinns that the hllance bet\wen the 

tlmnaJ. agitation and the diamagnetic anisotropy emgy 

detennire; the JlOCeSS of magnetic orientation in the gas mOOi.um, 

although the viscosity of the mediwn is two mlers of magnitude 

smaller <XX11plfOO to the JRVious exp:riments done in the liquid 

mex1ium. 8.9 The mentation was achieved at a low field intensity of 

B, =0.014T since the ( ..d .z k value of graphite was 

excepionally large <XX11plfOO to other iruxganic iruuJators. 'ZI The 

B, value is ~to decrease even ID.<X"e when the temperature 

is tWuarl considernbly, \\fuch can 1.x: realized only in the gas 

phase as d.S:ussed in the ne:Kt section. 

5. DJSCUSSION 

The obsaved temperature depwdences of magnetic grain 

alignment in:licate the fiekl intensity to achieve magnetic 

mentation is tWuarl even more at temperatures retow the 

melting point of ethanol Ctyogenic liquids ruch as N2or He could 

not 1.x: U9:ld as a dispersing mediwn since micron-sized grains in 

general do not disperse efficiently in these medium The only 

possible dispersing medi.wn l.x:l.ow T= lOOK is the inert gas. 

A preliminary model was JIOilClSed to explain the a:igin of 

the diamagnetic anisotropies, OOsed on the accurnulai"OO ( ..d z k 
values meotioned above.16.17 It was~ in the model that the 

spdial anisotropy of individual bonding OibitaJ. ~the Q"2 ion 

and the cations ~ a finite amount of diamagnetic 

anisotropy, and that the IJinci.pd axis of the anisotropy was 

identical to the bond direction. The model gave a quanti1alive 

exp1analion to the eqxrimental values as well as to the OO;erved 

magnetic pincipal-axes ofthemataial. 

FUI1:lu data accumulation was required to evaluate the 

efficiency of the model, esp!cially foc the oxides with low crystal 

~· Howeva; the compiling could not 1.x: carried out for 

matfrials such as the liled:-silicat.es and the zeolite matfrials 

bwruse single-crystals 1mge enough to }Xrlonn bulk ..d .z 
rnea&Irements ~difficult to obtain for these llllltfrials in many 

cases. Bulk ..d .z measurements are difficult when the size of 

the obtainable single-ccystal. is smaller than one millimeter in 

d.iaireter: The magneto-rotation measure:nm on microaystals 

suspenjed in the fluid mOOium bOO hew the unique trethod to 

e&imate 1he ( ..1 .z k values in such cases. It has bemne clear 

that the evaluation of pnmnagnetic anisotropy due to 1he impurity 

ions are e;:artiai in ddermining the exact ( ..1 z k values. The 

..d .z-1/Trelation of the Curie law should 1.x: m:wm:d in 1he high 

temperature near T= 10001<, since 1he interference due to 1he 

Wtm-field beoomes significant in the low~ region. It is 

obvious that 1he JreasUrellleiJt cannot re performed at 

temperatures above 1he boiling point of ethanol oc other liquid 

medium by means of1he oonventional system. One solution to this 

]IUblem is to disperse the }Hticles in 1he gas :mOOium and control 

the temperature of the gas. The exp:rimenta1 setup; to realize 1he 

magnetic grain ocientalion in 1he high and low~ regions 

are now being developtrl separately. 

The measured resul1s demons1mtes that the magndic 

alignment can 1.x: achieved a low field intfmi.ty by controlling 1he 

three )E3IIlelfls, T, Nand ..d. The possilility of developing new 

prooodure on matmaJ. pucessing may increase considembly when 

the Bs valueismluarl to the order below I tes1a. 
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